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Alulette jumps feature lightweight, high quality, maintenance free materials.
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Alulette develops and manufactures equestrian 
equipment for horse jumping, that meets our strict 
requirements for quality and a good price. Alulette 
jump stand is made of aluminum a nice lightweight 
and maintenance-free material.

We also manufacture and sell a wide range of other 
Jumping Equipment , such as Alulette cavaletti block 
in plastic, Alulette soft poles as well as many other 
products.  
 
Browse through our Equipment  range online

www.alulette.dk
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SOFT POLES
Description:  
Flexible, soft, safe and very easy to use for exercise 
and ground training. Soft poles comes in a variety of 
colors.

Reducing the risk of injury considerably! - If the horse 
steps on it, nothing happens!

Manufactured in heavy tarpaulin, used for trucks. Sea-
led at the ends so that they are watertight

Size: 10x10x300cm.

Colors: red, blue, white, yellow, pink, dark green, 
black and purple.
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CAVALETTI BLOKS 
Description: 
High quality cavaletti plastic block.  
Measures 60x38x23cm and weighs 3kg.
Has 2 carrying handles for easy handling. No sharp 
corners.
Cavaletti bloks come in a variety of colors with a variety 
of height options. 
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Size:  60x38x23cm

Colors: red, blue, white, black



ALU JUMP STAND 
Description: 
Through years of development and optimization of Alulette jump 
stand and wings in aluminum, we have found a price-conscious 
and robust product. 
Alulette jump stand could be delevered in natural aluminiun or 
powder coated  surface polyester powder coat.  
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Size: 3x70x70x1700 cm
Colors: Alu, red, blue, white, black, green

Since 1994

Why choose an Alu jump stand from Alulette!

• Light-weight - Only 5 kg.
• Incredibly strong
• Seam Welded
• Maintenance free.
• Keyholes are integrated. 



ALU WING
Description: 
New highly competitive aluminum wings.
Light and maintenance-free, but at the same time incredib-
ly strong due to the construction of the feet and as they are 
fully welded.
Directional Marker Flags (optional) fit into the top of the 
Jump Stand.
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Jump stand: 3x70x70cm
Legs: 3x50x50cm

Colors: white, blue, yellow, black, red



LIVERPOOL - PVC
Description: 
Quality liverpool in luxury design. Made in strong PVC 
with soft edges, white front and a marking behind the 
back edge.
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Colors: blue, black

Standard sizes:
70x250cm
100x300cm
140x300cm
160x350cm
300x400cm
ø100cm

Other sizes and shapes can be made as desired.



RUBBER WATER JUMP
Description: 
Extremely price competitive rubber water jump. Developed and manufactured 
with fokus on high safty for your horse. Made of reinforced 6mm rubber with a 
80mm wavy edge. 

Sizes:  
Jump width/depth 1, 2, 2,5, or 3,0m and take off element 3, 4 eller 5m.

Distance from front til landing band(Jump width)
Distance from one side to the other(width take off element)

Also produced in individual sizes.

Colors: black
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Heavy wave edge              Soft foam wedge
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